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The Warning

The gray-graen hills are shadowed now.

And tipped with purple in the west

Where softly fades the Grecian day.

And all is rest.

Sweeping the swiftly deepening sky

A lonely eagle circles wide,

And downward bends his piercing g<aze

On silent tov;n and raointainsiae .

There far belov/, his wandering eye

Sles a youth’, black-haired and strong

With short, quick step, with stc^ff gr«spea

He moves along.

Steep paths he climbs. At last he nears

A gloomy cypress grove where lies

A marble temple gleaming white

Against the somber, clouded skies,

within its dark'^ned depths a priest

Is lost in saddened revery.

Unread before him lie strange books

Of mystery.

A heavy blackness covers all.

Save where the sacred tripod glows.

And smoke from ruby embers curls,

Tn mvstic figures, forth it oes.

The youth draws nigh in

And softly calls from out ihe g«ie.

The priest, aroused, advances slow

In solemn state.

First spake the boy. "Old man -he said,

-And reverend sage, who knowest well

The v/ill of gods and acts of men

And dwellest where immortals dwell ,

Interpret nov/ the vapors strang-,

Bead forth the oracle to me.

For I am sore perplexed and sad,

Though well and free."

The seer in accents deep and slow

Made ans’-er. -Lad, no more exclaim

Of oracles and mysteries,
•,

For youth has future clear and plain.

T see before thee, eager boy,

Twfpaths; the one a winding, broad

And easy way, in truth, it seems

A. pleasing road.
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"It leads through valleys green and gold,

Past soarkJing brooks where

Is bright with flowers, gay with birds

Untieing thee both night and day.

yet now behold this narrow paiN

.

Forbidding, straight as arrow

It cli.ubs a steep ascent, but -nas

In glorious light.

"Now stay, good youth, before you choose.

This ancient saying call to mind.

The beautiful is often vile,

And virtue is by trial refined.

With this the seer drew shut the

The lad retraced his steps. And night

Was black save where pale columns shone

In soft m^^onlight.

The years roll on, the scene has changed.

A beggar feebly cx'awls the brink

Of public fo nt. The callous crowd

Sees not his pained attempts to drink.

His eyes are shadowed with the swift

Approach of never-ending

But now he straightens, from his lips

Come v/ords of gloom.

"Alas, I was not always thus,

Once vxarriors feared m;. ashen spear.

The laurel wreath once crowned my brov. ,

My might inspired all

But pleasures lured -e, drink beguile ,

The ?cup that cheers’ no more enticed,

But sna?ed me, left me, drunken brute,

To die In vice .

"Ah, world that I'd obeyed the sage

That long ago foretold

How treacherous the easy road.
. „v,-n »

Vhat 1oy fills duty's pathway straight,

tenpike, and s,eaking fell to earth.

No more to rise.
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Short Story T^hetoric 11:30
April 5, 1935

Prison Floods

Down lashed the biiting whip in crackling blows. The

overseer swore as only an Oriental can swear. One quick, angry

glance was the only response from the prisoner, and

mer continued its rhythmic swing unbroken. The blood caked on the

convictJs back in the hot glare of the Korean sun, and his sweaty

hands ached from the tight grasp on the rock mallet.

The guard moved on. The man scov/led at the worker next to

him, then grinned. "These sons of dogs, our jailers, have quick

ears," he whispered. "You talk and I get beaten.

"Re still or youUl get it again," growled the other, a

huge hulking fellow, squinted at the sun. "We'll be through

soon. You look tired."

The gang of eighty toiled on. Piles of _ reddish-brown

clothes scattered here and there, the unusual silence of the v.or-

ke?r Lrtroocas'ional khaki-coated figure, all betokened a group

Of oksoners out on road work. A bugle blew. The Irborers stop*

ped and picked up their coats as the guards herded them

^ock carts Kim, the beaten one, and his giant fellow- prisoner

we^e cLink lo ihe same cart, the last in line, as the group

moved slowly back to the tov^n.

Lying on his straw pallet in the dirty cell, Kim had

flm-iA omortunitv that night to ponder over the chain of events

?hit hafbrought hifthe^ As eldest son in a scholarly, aristo-

cratic family, a brilliant future as poet and

But the rSthlks advance of imperialistic Japan spelled the doom

of the old learning- Kim often thought bitterly that the age-old

classics of China v/ere no longer worth even one dirty, smelly,

rubier shoe factory in Osaka.

'."hat a fool he had been to leave home for the capital.

Life had been exciting there, amid the plots and counterplots of

Tanan RuLia and impotei.t China, '."estern learning was enticing,

S 4nd i?s cold sciences, but Japanese tyranny and terrorism
,

*
+-n ifh'iri rnfCGS v’ith the young radicals ViOr^cing for

"a?ron“ independence! It'iL fody tf combat Japan, -he inevi-

table crash broughtswift torture and imprisonment.

Kim shuddered. He hated to think of the torture chamber,

nen had been skinned alive for scowling ®t the Imperial flag. ^^He,

i;i^irHigi;uy"aid"Sid^drn

dd ws ^emdry dfed dfti; thdee long monotonous years of prison

life. f\^
3thing to live for, nothing to hope for.

He tossed restlessly on the straw. The raw pesh on his

beaten X>X irrtielel\y td straw panicles, made sleep impos-
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sible. 'Corning found him weak and sore as he made his painful way

to the line of cj rts. Hard v,-ork lay ahead, and the day, though

yet young, was already sultry. As he wus chained to xhe cart he

noticed his partner, the same big fellow, untired and eager for ac-

tion. They were moving now, up past the well, through the narrov/

streets and away from tov.’n. The big man moved near,

’’You look sick. 7/on’t they give you medicine?”

'""hat difference is it? I die sometime, perhaps it is

best to go now.”

"Come now, none of that.” The man leaned closer, and

continued, "See here, we may soon be free. Listen. Hemember, back

in tov-n, that house of the maker of straw shoes? It is not far

from the prison. The owner is my brother. He says— . He broke

off abruptly as a guard came close.

York was hard that day, and the sun blisteringly hot. The

dusty white road shimmered with heat waves, but still the prisoners

toiled. Kim found relief in watching his companion work, easily

and smoothly, but with great effect. His own back ached unmerci

fully and the pouring sweat blinded his eyes- And yet the

morning conversation left him auriously hopeful. Lee, the big con-

vict, looked so competent. There was no chance to speak duiing th

day, for the men ate singly, but that evening an observant

might have seen the two close together as the pushed their cart.

He slept that night. The next three days the gang worked

* T a different place on the other side of town, and the two men

;onve?sed fre^.e^^^^^ though cautiously. On the third day K m^s

heart gladdened as he noticed the line take the old read past the

well toward the shoemaker’s house. A

ball in the street there. Thiy stopped to w^ch the prisoners file

past and as the last cart rumbled by resumed their Play-

erraUcally thrown ball chanced to bounce into the midst of the

line. A daring lad darted by Lee, to regain his possession. Ex-

cited guards, aroused by the disturbance, rushed up, cuffed the

lad berated him soundly, and the line resumed its march.

alone had noticed Lee stoop and pick a glittering object from the

dust as the lad rushed by him.

The grinding monotony of. prison life continued.

food and exhausting labor wore out the hardiest. And y®t Kim f-lt

stronger better than at any time in his thr^e prison years. .is

cheerfulness pleased the crusty old guard, and perhaps kept him

from noticing^that Kim’s supply of candles was rapidly diminishing.

And then, without warning, prison routine was broken in an unusuc.1

manner.

'"’eather is treacherous in the Orient. Rain_ breaks out

with the violence of a cloudburst, inflicts its terrible damage,

and irsuddeily gone. Desolation comes with the flood, but when

the sun shines again, danger is over for another year.
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Night fell on the prison barracks, and with it came the

torrential rain which the unusually hot day had promised. Inter-

mittent lightning flashes only served to accentuate
^

darkness while the rain thudded down with

The prisoners fared badly that night. No matter how the straw pal-

lets were twisted they were targets for arippings irom
J ^

holes in the leaky roof. Suddenly at three o

the hard clang of the prison alarm resounded through the halls.

Slep^prisonlrs were tumbled out, counted off and <^hained toget-

her The line moved out into the wet darkness under double guar ,

Again Kim and Lee found themselves last in line. It was easy to

talk in the rain.

’d^Tiat can they want with us at this evil hour? The night

is bad indeed,” said Kim.

MMore work, always work. Probably a flood th®

town,” Kim replied. ”But what do we care. Listen, maybe this

is our chance.”

The carts pushed on through the mud. Guards ®^rsed,

prisoners strained for
showed TslenSfr^'ocden

halted as they reached the bridge,

-It’s death to cross,” shouted a guard at the head of the

the top and still rising.

The commander came up and glanced at the bridge. ”-'^e’ve

got to make it. It can be done.”

Tbp soaked timbers creaked and groaned under the men,

nearest
their carts. One cart remained maroon-

^rorth^shaUng'b?wie/ Chained to it were Kim Tong Chin and

Lee .

Kim’s first thonght was to attempt to return as they had

come. Re could sefa guafd fleeing that way. but his companion

restrained him.

’’Can you swim?” Lee shouted above the noise

rr- /iAaA ”TPt‘s go then,” said the othe' ,
inhere will be no

Kim nodded. ^ | reported drowned.” Thus speaking
^

SfgSy wrfnch'arhls'hLL and was free. He came ove^ help Kim.
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cousin^ s file 'vas useful,” he chuckled. ’’The lad

managed the affair well. I see the tallow concealed ahe marKS

all right.”

Kim shook off the chains and followed him to ahe side of

the bridge, ’."ithout hesitation the big man leaped into the swilt

br^n wate^. Kim poised for the dive, but stopped he heard a

desnairing crv behind him. P.uniang frantically toward him was a

with him into the water.

Five minutes later he crawled out on a sloping bank.

slowly, ””’en done, prisoner. Farewell. I have lorgotten every

thing.” He closed his eyes,

Kim stared uncomprehendingly, then a

him. He ran to find his companion, and as he r«n

shed a softened light over the wet green country.

’60
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Phetoric-Sec . 5

April 16, 1935

The One I Know the Best

The Koreans, who have a nickname, often embarrassingly

appropriate, for all foreigners, call him the "i^^l^ije-up-the-road

man." He is seventy years old but he does not; have the white hair ^nd

faltering gait usually assiciated with that age. His eye is still on

the future, not on the past behind him, and he is stepping forth firmly

to meet it.

Forty-five years ago the fighting Scotch Covenanter

SDirit of his ancestors brought him across the sea to a/jrk, old land.

Believing in the need of salvation for a lost world, and believing that

Christ alone can fill that need, he was not daunted by the darkness

that covered his field, ncr was he puffed up when the mission station

S founded became ke largest in the world. The city he entered so

Ion? affo was known throughout the Orient as the fourth wickedest city

in the^^ast the city of flies, but now even the official Japanese rec-

o?ds ?efer io it solltlmes as the city of churches. His was Indeed a

great work well done.

Of course I am speaking of my father. V^'ho else could be

the one I know best? He may seem big and coldly important when his

career is reviewed, or when the Inventory of his accomplishments

""Tio's VTio" is reed, but after all, he is Just Dad.

He taught all five of his boys to play the game for all

we were worth. He woke us up in the morning and saw that sat still

^ nravers He took US to church. Sometimes, I fe<»r, we

cara4 for us to leave, he took us for long walks and xong talks that

none of us will forget.

Father^s life has been big and full in every

but he is still looking ahead, he is still climbing.

ooOoo
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The American Citizen :

Privileges and Responsibilities

Paradoxical America! The land of golden opportunity can-

not hide its breadlines. Beautiful America is disfigured by^its

slums American justice winks while smooth-tongued politicians

delude thfpeople the rich exploit the poor, the criminal la;,ryer
deiuae tne

P^^Ytrr i « ncrvi at the law. Powerful America bows to

her^an^th^ra^klte^r. ignores the sweat-

^op tL ?haingang There is there hope for the future?

fnd vet hiding this black picture I see another. I see

1 -j-Q oi H riorv I hear him say, firmly and proudly,

lme^r=a:;^cft!SL!^ - go^;!

f^r;r?;nti?rfoLg:%tllfei^er':'' Sfirn^r^ftr^^fth ana jiery

of^America cannot be concealed, though its faults loom large in

?L e%s of the critic, rho can review the pageant of American

history, its grov/th from the thirteen bickering colonies struggl

ing for a doubtful independence,

stretching from shore to shore and beyond, and still s^y, here

is no hope.”

Citizens of all lands are proud of their own country, for

-rrifant ostrlotism is not confined to any one nauion. But the

^me^^LfhC a pLiliar devopion to his mtlve land. He is pro-

verbially eager to boast of his nationality, his country and the

supremacy of its government, its army, natural resources, anything

American. T-hat gives him this Prid?
memLf-

nVirfiqp of the schoolroom comes to mind: ’’Citizenship is memoer

shlf in thrbodrpolitic; it binds to allegiance and secures priv-

ilege '-nd protection.” American citizenship brings with it high

privileges ,

Freedom is the keystone in the arch of American Policy.

The right of rersonal liberty is held sacred by the people and

rhr.lv v'Tth the greatest caution does the government dare to limit

?heL rights! ^Threlrliest beginnings of colonization on the con-

tinent wire associated with the s --arch for religious freedom,

upre in a new land our fathers found it and have always held in

iXaesmoret^^^

rihLIenglng American s^ogln! written deep in the law of the

land! F?ledlm of enterprise, Phe doctrine of "lalssez faire".
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B iminue characteristic of American life, and
^

that rugged individualism, held responsible by many for
^

nomenally successful rise of the nation to economic and po.itical

prominence.

T1hpr.tv is not the only privilege of the American. The

Of the united States control the
f ven tL

unscrupulous management of national aitairs.

Tt is imoossible in a brief review to do anything but

outline the tremendous i^^-less^lf^akerfor gLnted.
ffov^rn'oentf^ 1 protection against th

i'5 w pnforce-
r. hd.,.i .g.... "rrf "fs it“ 5.“..

remains the fairest system of court trial yet devi

X and educational advantages the American is

H tn'^none In 1^29 the United States controlled 44.8 per
second to none, in

followed by Great Britain
cent of the world’s wealth ;nd

^3 staggering, but
With only a I p Do&ne in his treatise on "'Measure-
is Figures on educaUon are equally sig-
ment of American eaJtn.

uooulat-on of high school

2grr«eAd Wgr^rool, Where^ in Sur°f
-

fcondary sc^

fr:L°l?J.^®nd^ediLrion=a?: fauSl o^^iro-uLty. rhl American

is uniquely privileged.

.’To whom United"states"ifforced
trrnroy’thfh^enefits of =iti-fhip ’le -sc be reaa.^^to

Gene?arrespontibUitles of citizens^

rss',»s s"tr;v-- Ls
*"*’ "

”

be truly American in spirit, word and deed.

-hus commands the law. «ut the^true^cltizen cannot^be^^^^

content with because that is to his advantage
not strive to l^eep_withln the law beca^^^

materially. ®^®?tional^ He thinks
and sweep of national

"rivilegerwitr the least effort, but,

row’cari'er^a'myiouSL? best,\nd he serves his country because

he loves it.
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In short, the good citizen obeys the lav/ because he

realizes that unlimited freedom leads to li-^ense and disorder.

^e votes regularly, for he realizes that the .’esponsibility is

his to do his part in securing upright government. He serves

his fellow man to the best of his ability, for he has learned

to respect the thrilling challenge of the golden rule, and

sees that society rests on a founaation of altruism. He keeps
^

himself "physically strong, mentally awake and morally straight ,

because he knows that personal fitness is requisite for good

citizenship. And, most important of all, he reverences his
_

God- for he believes that only through the Almighty s sustaining

power can he derive the courree and the

without stumbling, and because he believes that that nation

that will not serve the Lord will perish and be utterly wasted

away." In doing these things well, the citizen best serves

his country.

ooOoo
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•Book citations

?hetoric-ll:30
'Tay 10, L935

PATFTOTT^

To the fanatic exponent of immediate world brother-

hood and utopia on earth, nativ nalistic patriotism looms as an

evil inherent in human nature, an obstacle yet to be overcome.

That there is some truth in this view cannot be denied. 'Militarist-

ic patriotism v;as in a great measure responsible for Oermany’s part

in the Great '”ar. Japan is turning to jingoism as a direct result

of over-emphasized, misdirected nati nalism* y^nd yet, in spite of

the conceit and greedy ambition of the over-zealous patriot, this

is no argument for the eradication of patriotism, but rather for

its refinement.^

.Patriotism, in its higher sense, is not willful blindness

to the faults of the mother country or disregard of the good in

other lands. Every nation guards as its ideal some unlnue and

precious thought, as, for example, the glorious American principle

of rank by merit and not by birth. ’ATien, therefore, man recognizes

the truth in the ideals of other nations, without in any way 'iis-

countensncing the value in his ov/n nati nal principles, and when he

seeks to encourage andelevate the best in his ovm land by the

best in all others, then is patriotism rightly directed.^

Unselfish patriotism can be regarded as one of the very

foundation stones of society. Johathan '-Mason paints a black pic-

ture of the country bereft of this impulse.

"’^’ithout some portion of this generous principle, anarchy

and confusion would immediately ensue, the jarring interests

of individuals regarding only themselves, and Indifferent

to the v/elfare of others, would still further heighten the
^

distressing scene, and with the assistance of the selfish

passions, it would end In the ruin and perversion of the

state." ^

But wherever unselfish devo'^lon to the fatherland is

found, there justice and liberty reign, man forgets himself in

striving for the common good, and the beneficent state stands

firm, its people bound by ties of a common hope.

This unsvrerving loyalto of patriot to country shall never

be allowed to pass unnoticed. The poet has v/ell said:

"The firm patriot there

M^Tio made the welfare of mankind his care.

Though still by faction, vice and fortune crost

Shall find his gracious labor was not lost."

1. Henry Neumann - Education for 'Moral Growth - pp. 87 ff

.

M-! C. H. Early - History of English Patriotism - v.2, p.381

X Tohathan '*ason - American Pa triotism - p. 127

4 ] Cato - quoted in PeebodyMs America^Patri^tism - p,129
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i^atriotic diligence secures the immeasurable rights and privileges
of cltizarship, membership in the body politic. "1181 need is there
to enumerate the grand details of citizen rights; liberty in thought
and enterprise, wealth, educ tion, protection and, greatest of all ,

a voice in the government itself. But why continue: this is reward
unearned. Patriotism seems more a privilege than an obligation. 5

Far from being a menace then, patriotism is an essential
virtue, a virtue which will ever be universally admired, even by
those incapable of possessing it. Ideals of patriotism have been
immortalized in the life of the father of our country, who left his
broad ancestral acres and a life of distinguished security to take
up arms against a powerful foe in an arduous struggle for the right.
The strength of a nation is in its people, and the greatness and
prosperity of a people depend on the proportion of public spirit
and love of virtue found among them.

*

5. D. J. Hill - Americanism :- Vliat it is - p.286

6. John Bascom - Social Theory - p.498
S. H. Peabody - American Patriotism - p. 125



Oration - 400 Phetoric-llt30
May 28, 1955

Promptness

”I’ll do it tomorrow." There stands the phrase that makes

the strong weak, that makes vain dreams of great ioeas. These words

doom any man to failure. Like brazen v/alls they stand between the

worker and success, A tragedy, painted in gloomy words--I’ll do

it tomorrow.

Procrastination, as the easiest course, is the natural

bent of the average youth, "Don*t do today w'hat you can put off

to tomorrow," he parodies with a shamefaced grin. And he

reads a magazine or listens to the radio instead of finishing up

his schoolwork; not a very grave offense, but habit-forming, never-

theless. T don’t pretend that the lad who weakly l®fves his spin-

ach to the very last will necessarily become a dopefiend, but T do

insist that repeated procrastination is the act of a weak will and

lessens the capability for forthright action. It brands the pro-

crastinator as one who is unwilling or unable to face the tacts

sauarely.

Procrastination is more than the thief of time, it du-ils

the edf^e of ''heracter. He who is unfaithful in little things, shall

also be found unfaithful in great things. Habits are easily formed.

And so, although there is no great harm in an

from prompt. direct action, yet each recurrent act of procrastination

broadens the path end straightens the way for further evasions.

This is the age of speed, of high-geared living. It is

the age of the quick thinker, of quick action. The

ahead^today is the man who can meet his problems,

and act upon hem immediately. VlTnere does the

into this picture? Far down life’s valley w'e see him, slowly work

ine un a little tired, a little bewildered. Before each mounU in

of difficulty he stops, wondering which is easier, the climb over

top or tL v'inding’road around the bottom. And ,.-hlle he venders

darkness has fallen.

Everv rod-bloodpc man wants to succeed. He wants to put

Vii ^ verv best into every job he tackles. Look into your own life

snd sefiFthls is not true. How then are you building for success?

On habits of weak procrastination, on evasion, on vacillating in

Sslon? It is impLsible. You cannot afford to stop and wonder,

to <4t and dream. Success does not lie along that road.

• t’/s, here is the true road, though it is a

hard one Step 'forth and meet your problems. Never let them come

uncn you unprepared and never evade them by postponing

cision Habits of promptness cultivated today will

ic br^ccuiaii and ^ulcS In thought and ^eed Put a little will-

power into all your work and say, "I'll do that today.
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Bhetoric - 5
Mfc.y 15, 1935

Patriotism

I

For a true analysis of patriotism, far more satis-
factory than an exhaustive treatise on its apparent aspects
or features is a brief study of the etymology and history of
the word or symbol itself.

"Patriotism” is obvio''sly formed from the word
"patriot" and the suffix "-ism" which denotes the conduct or
character of a class. Thus the task is reduced to a study of

the v.'ord "patriot" as well as "patriotism".

First to be considered in this exegesis must be the
source or derivation of the term. The earliest derivation
is evidently from the Greek ", signifying "of one’s
fathers" or "fatherland", Hov;ever, unlike our word the Greeks
used this in a derogatory sense of barbarians who belonged to

loosely-united fatherlands, unlike the compact city-states of

the Greeks. The Latin "patrius" loses this unsavory aspect

and treats the term as an adjective of honor meaning "old-es-

tablished, handed down from forefathers" and in another sense,

"native, belonging to one’s father or country." The Latin

"patriots" signified a fellow countryman. Here in the classic

languages is the evolution of the word from a terra of disrer-

spect to one of honor.

The history and use of the terra in English shows the

influence of both aspects. At first "patriot" was a colorless

word meaning only fellov.' countryman, but always found with it

was a complimentary adjective, "good, fine" and the like, Tn

time these modifiers were dropped and the word acquired for

itself the better meaning. Before 1680 the terra was applied

to one v.’ho supported the rights of his country against abuses

of king and court.

However in the earlier half of the eighteenth century,

self-styled patriots who tiraded against all forms of law and

order brought the term into disrepute. Horace Walpole wrote

that the Irish insurrectionists of that time were ironically

called patriots, and the term gradually acquired the disrespect-

ful sense until reputable politicians shunned the word. But

today the word "patriot" has reached new heights of meaning.

It is an epiuhet of glorious honor worn proudly by the men that

made the country, men like the surveyor, V'ashlngton, or the

railsplitter ,
Lincoln.

A study of synonymy throws further light on the subject.

Shades of difference are found in all the parallel terms.
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Jingoism disguises its hatred of other countries by a passionate
demonstration of militant love for the homeland. Patriotism
recognizes the good in foreign lands and seeks to encourage and
elevate the best in its own land by the best in all others.
Chauvinism is utter blindness to the faults of the native land
and senseless eytrEvafr?nce in its praise, while patriotism is
neither willfully blind nor offensively boastful. To quote the
dictionary, generous belief in the greatness of one’s coun-
try is not chauvinism.”

'^ore closely allied to patriotism is civism or citizen-
ship. Both require love of the homeland, support and defense of
its institutions, and promotion of its welfare. The difference
lies in the cardinal motive for these virtuous acts. The citi-
zen is obligated to his country for the benefits he receives
from it. The patriot loves and supports his country vhen she
can no longer protect or reward him. The citizen is born with
the title; the patriot earns his. The citizen owes allegiance;
the patriot freely offers it to the homeland. In this way
patriotism transcends civism.

Few abstract words are single in meaning and "patriot-
ism” is no exception. As can be seen in this discussion the
word is corar'.only used to portray two distinct notions; love of
country, and tha.t which results from this devotion, the spirit
of active furtherance of the interests of the country. Fr.
Johnson has called the former "the last refuge of the scoundrel”
saying that the virtue last abandoned by the criminal is love
of country. It is expected of all, no matter how unv/orthy.

Active patriotism, on the other hand, based on true
devotion to country, is a step above effortless emotion, and is

tv>e real oroof th^s love. Patriotism without patriotic action
is, like "faith without works”, dead. The highest patriotism
finds expression in the deeds of heroes.

oOOoCOo
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Good People Expose v.'rong

"Am I my brother's keeper? VTiat business of mine is it
when another misbehaves: I’m no tattle-tale, and besides, who am
I to judge others when I’m not perfect myself?" Here is the typi-
cal argument of a man who is asked to expose another’s wrongs.
And yet, can it be the correct attitude? Morally speaking, is it
right to cover up wrong, or even ignore it?

T -u. T 1 -.-pove T'
.' t it is man’s duty to expose v^rong,

first because the individual is not isolated but has a responsi-
bility to others; secondly, because exposure of wrong is universally
necessary; and lastly, because God requires the good man to expose
wrong

.

Responsibility to others is the foundation of society.
No man is entirely self-sufficient. He depends on others for
food, heat light, all the necessities of life. It can not be seri-
ously argued that man has no business in the affairs of others.
This mutual responsibility gives him an interest in others, allows
him to rejoice in his neighbor’s triumphs, and advise lest his
neighbor fall.

But the individual is called at times to do more than
advise his neighbor. Continued, unrepentant misconduct of another
requires exposure. An example will show the necessity of this.

Let us suppose that to a clean American community comes a pre-

possessing young man, outwardly upright, but morally vicious with-
in. Fe is asked to be scoutmaster and lirple by little corrupts

the youths. If an appeal to the man himself is cf no avail, what
can the self-respecting citizen do but expose him? An extreme
case, you say? Perhaps so, tut the principle remains the same.

No sin harms the evil-doer alone. Sven were the exposure of wrong

an Injustice, true knowledge of any case and its relative values

v’ould prove that the injustice of concealment is greater to those

harmed by the sin, that the injustice of exposure is to the wrong-

doer. However, exposure is not an injustice, but rather an act of

kindness. Discipline often produces repentance.

Others have defined the difference between tattle-telling

and exposure of wrong, "’he former is bearing witness of another’s

mistakes, not for his good and correction, but for one’s own

satisfaction or revenge. The latter, though contrary to false

notions of loyalty anc decency, is nevertheless the morally right

action. The right deed is often the hardest.



Concealment of wrong as a moral law w’ould involve the

collapse of civilization. Vhat woiild be the fate of the city if

the police force were to endeavor to cover up crime? How long

v'ould that nation stand whose statesmen and lawmakers hid graft

and corruption? In these cases, failure to expose v/rcng w’ould

occasion the same result as concealment of wrong.

The most cogent reason of all should be that God re-

Quires man to expose v'rong. His ability to distinguish b-tween

the good and the bad is God-given. Our sense of moral and ethi-

cal right comes from God. Christ on earth fearlessly revealed

the moral and religious corruption of the times. Can ve ple?d

that we cannot .judge v.Tong in others when he has given his Word

as the infallible rule of cction? Mo, It is impossible to make

a study of ethics without reaching the conclusion that good

peoole expose wrong.
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The varsity debate squad, consisting of Thomas fHarold Lmdsell, Roger McShane, and me had
^ttier for three years, and we made a nearly unbeatabfo^^1We went to several oubotstate-tournaments that^^^plru^y we made a long-plannbd trip, going as far sonA 1
Orleans, We had debates every d^, 'often moreZ ''

on Sunday we assisted in Sunday s^chool and
in Baptist and Presbyterian churches We were Ponp tx.

IT.,, NT.„im. „a bT. “2141
the second semester. As a premed student I s mZri^zoology, and that year I became a lab assistant in tZ
department. I helped squeamishgZZS^foZ

Period What had r H 7 r\
^^pect any more letters^

HernoteomZT 7
’

baffled|

blow wLtioZ; "Z'n 7 --hingf

Tal^Zr T"?"'’"‘^*^""'‘P«‘“'i"testspreparato^

success but hZ' ®Wdents of their good*?

mem wiZh aZ “ appoint*

up and asked mffo bZeated
Mb. Taylor, he asked, “I wonder if you would not prefer]

74

t a ph.D. and teach biology, rather than be a doctor?”

I
should have guessed what he was trying to tell me, but I

didn’t* so he had to be more direct He said I had failed the

edical aptitude test, and no medical school would admit me

^th such a low grade. Doug had passed. John Frame had

nassed. Grace Vanderpoel had passed, along with several

classmates who were headed for medical professions.

But I had failed. How could that be? I was an honor student. I

^ shocked and disappointed, and I left his office in a state

of bewilderment and depression.

It was a long time before I came to realize that I was being

given clear ^Idance about what God wanted my future to be.

I should have been grateful instead of disappointed. This was

one of my first lessons in trusting God when He closes a door

to my own desires. Now I can thank Him that I did so poorly

on the test aSd that He turned me to another path, even

though at the time I had no idea what that path would be.

Because of good grades, character, and campus activities, a

certain number of seniors each year were eligible for election

by the faculty to the Scholastic Honor Society, Wheaton’s

equivalent of Phi Beta Kappa. The announcement was made
one morning in chapel, and both Doug and I found ourselves

among the twelve elected, along with several of our special

friends. Some who didn’t make the list were bitter because
their grades were better than mine. In some cases, perhaps
the problem was that they concentrated too much on aca-

demic achievement and didn’t participate in other campus
opportunities.

My years at Wheaton College were filled with friendships
tl^t have lasted through the years. Many of my classmates
^ve had distinguished careers and have become well known.

F- H. Henry came to Wheaton as an experienced newspa-
per journalist, then became a theologian and the founding
editor of Christianity Today magazine. Harold Lmdsell became

75
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^an of the faculty and a distinguished professor at Fulfc’
““'y ‘Editor of Christianily ToZy.

y®dier debate partners, Tom Lindsay and Roger McShanebecame outstanding Presbyterian leaders, as pastor and sern’

'

m^y professor respectively. After rearing her family, Margtret Bmley Jacobsen (now Margaret Voskuyl) has served ^Chnsban education and missions director at Lake Aven^
Congregational Church in Pasadena, California. John Fraii^eIS an expert m tropical diseases. He identified the virus ofXoften fatal disease of Lassa fever, Sam Moffett became amissionary m Korea, as did Del Mackenzie, who marrieds brother Howard. Another missionary statesman from
y class was Dayton Roberts, a leader in the Latin AmericaMission, Arthur Voile and Donald Boardman serv^thefrahna mater for decades as professors. We freasureTur friend

classmats TO
and Betty, who were al^classmates. These are just a few ofmy friends who were givenungual opportunities in Christian service.

The four wonderful years came to a glorious end one June

Tererby ftfk
our joy somewhat tern-

other aim not see eachother again. For a sensitive person Uke myself, parting withclose friends made it a hard morning.
.Parnngwim

pro°ud’timef“l"'' n"""
“remonies, and it was a

'

oulmiH H a
^ introducing them to

had lived^m
™ the towns hehad hved m as a child, while Mother rode back to Portland

who armLl
^ nar. Unfortunately, the man

gWs to >r ‘^^Pfftation assigned two college-age

Sitlwfr ‘he car and also made it
mpossible for me to have the personal, in-depth conversa-hons with my mother that I had hoped for after being awayfrom home for most of four years.

^

Not knowing where else to turn for immediate employ-
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j),e
Accident

ment, I had another long, hot summer of hard hours in the

hayfiolds. I had little time and energy for social diversions

—

and not much interest, either, since Margaret was spending

jjie summer with her sister in Texas. Apparently she was

trying- to forget me by putting as much distance as possible

i|>etween us. I tried to forget her, too, but with no real success.

•In fact, the mental whirl was all the greater, with college

behind me and no coeds around to choose between!

Meanwhile, my medical school plans having crashed in Dr.

Mack’s office, 1 tried to rebuild my plans for the future. Should

I follow Dr. Mack’s suggestion of teaching zoology or biology?

That would require attending graduate school. Or perhaps I

should specialize in genetics, a field of study that particularly

interested me? Or should I go to seminary, as Dad suggested,

for a good foundation for whatever I later decided? What
aboutjournalism? Perhaps I should forget the professions and

go into business? How fortunate I was to have a variety of

interests and opportunities open to me. It was years before I

knew enough of life to understand that most people in the

world scratch desperately for daily bread all their lives, at

whatever menial tasks can be found. It didn't occur to me
then, in my youthful optimism, that God might lead me into

dark, hard years instead of into bright ones—and either way
would be equally within His full, loving plan for my life.

After the hay-baling and wheat-threshing season ended, I

returned again to the iris nursery. (Apparently the boss for-

got, or overlooked, the fact that he had once fired me.) I had
long, dreary hours to think as I stared at God’s beautiful

creations in the long rows ahead of me. Doug began his first

year at the University of Oregon Medical School, and Bob
Denney was preparing for his career, first as a cattleman and
later, with his brothers, in the logging business.
And I? I was hoeing iris.
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INCONSISTENCIES IN THE THEOPY
OF HIWAN ANIMAL EVOLUTION

PAPT I: FACTS FROM PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Introduction

A. L. Kroeber, of the University of California,

makes the rather startling statement, coining as it does from

an evolutionist, "The theory of evolution is a chain, most

of the links of which are missing."^ It is the purpose of

this paper to point out the inconsistencies in three of the

strongest links in the chain of evolutionary theory; physical

anthropology, human paleontology, and primitive culture.

In this, the first part, we shall deal only with

facts taken from the field of physical anthropology. By an

impartial presentation of these scientifically recognized

facts, it will be shov.-n that there exists today no race that

can claim evolutionary superiority in physical characteristics.

And racial superiority must be the logical result of the

operation of evolutionary development.

By definition, evolution is the gradual develop-

ment from the simple forms of primal matter to the complex
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structure of the physical universe; and in like manner,

from rhe beginning of organic life on the habitable planet,

a gradual unfolding and branching out into all the varied

forms of beings which constitute the animal and plant king-

doms. According to rhis theory, which derives the higher

forms of life from the lower, the trend of change has been

from the simpler to the more highly organized and special-

ized types. ^ More simply, evolution is a theory of organ-

ic origin and development; it teaches that all living

things have sprung from a common stock. The evolutionary

hypothesis of descent with modification is thus opj.osed to

p
the alternative doctrine of special creation.*^

This is, in brief, the theory that has molded

scientific thinking since first it was advanced by Lamarck

and Darwin in the nineteenth century. Evolutionists hold

that organic evolution is at the root of every modern bio-

logical science, and its essential truth is assumed by

every biological investigator. The painstaking methods of

the laboratory man of today, his infinite attention to mi-

nute detail, are perhaps largely due to the evolutionary

conception of the importance of small things. They claim

that the theory of evolution has given us a nev; method of

1. V/ebster

2. Scott: 29
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on his studies without It thtn the astronomer could base his

calculations on astrological principles.^ Professor P, R.

Varett of Oxford University writes further that the entire

science of anthropology is wholly dependent upon this theory

for its existence.

It seems evident, therefore, that evolution

has quite taken science by stort-. But the question remains:

do the facts of anthropology sup>-ort these claims that the

theory of evolution is a necessary basis for scientific ad-

vance toward truth? Or is it true th. t science has built its

hypothesis upon isolated facts without legard for the whole,

end is endeavoring to fit new discoveries into a preconceived

system?

Before we proceed with an analysis of the facts

of physical anthropology in the light of the theory of evolu-

tion, it may be well to consider why the Christian should con-

cern himself with the study of an anti-Biblical aoctrine. The

answer is two-fold. In the first place, Christianity is not

anti-intellectuallsm, and there is no reason vhy the Christian

should not strive to master scientific truth, so that he may

refute unbelieving scholars with authority in their own fields,

niy should the Christian be unscl.olarly and dogmatic in his

approach to scientific subjects? And secondly, there is a

1. Randolph: 2,6
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need for text-books written accurately and well, preiienting

the truth as a whule, that all may see that there Is no con-

flict between science and Christi*-nity. Before there can

be such text-books, there must be Christian research in dif-

ferent branches of human knowledge, but Christian scholars

will not appear until Christian students learn to ap: roach

scientific theory without Biblical bias. For they must know

both sides of disputed questions. Facts will support the

Bible, they must know both sides of disputed questions.

Physical Anthro- ology

Anthropology is the study of man in space and

time. Its scope is world—wide in extent, reaching and In-

cludinc man from his origin in prehistoric ages to the

present. Two broad divisions may be made in anthropological

study, the physical and the cultural aspects. In any proof

of evolutl^-n, facts from both these studies must agree.

Now according to the evolutionary concept of

gradual development from the lov.er forms to the higher, even

man has been rising in the scale of life from his ape-like

ancestors, through the ape-men of paleontological periods,

to the primitive African savage and on up to the highly

civilized white man of the western world. As Boas writes

in an article, "The History of the Amexican Race":^

"”an had arisen from his animal ancestors.

His upri'ght posture, his large brain, the beginnings

of articulate and organized language and the use of

tools mark the contrast between him and h*s animal

ancestors. Already differentiation in human types

had set in. From an unknown ancestral t>pe that may

1. Annals of New York Academy of Sciences, vol XXI, 1912,

pp. 177-178
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hfcve been related to the Austr; loid type, two
fundamentally distinct forms had developed— the

Negr id and the Mongoloid types.”

This section of the paper will deal only

with the claims of evolutionary development in living ri ces.

which is the subject of physical anthropology. The evolu-

tionary hypothesis of racial development begins with the

ape and ranks the races in an ascending scale as follows;

Austral, Negroid, Mongol and Vliite.

If this is true, then a study of the physical

traits of the races should show that the Australians are

closest in structure to the apes, followed by the black

race, and the yellow race in order, ith the white race

physically superior and resembling the ape least of all.

Physical facts proven oy carexUA oi.«iuin<-tion cannot be dis-

puted. Do these facts agree that the black race is closer

in physical relation to the ape than the white man?

V'e are justified in basing our conclusions on

an analysis of physical traits by Haddon, who writes,^

"The problems of racial affinity are pur-.ly zoological,

thus in considering race, only external and internal

1. Haddon: p. 1
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physlcal characteristics, or even tu some extent

physiological characteristics, can he taken into

account.”

Therefore, as a basis for the comparison of

the races with the anthropoid apes, we shall take five

fundamental physical traits used in racial classification

as follows: l) Headforra, 2) Halrine-s of body, S) Nose

structure, 4) Prognathism, and 5) Stature. Three minor

bases of race clas. ification ill also be considered:

the development of the lip, the ear, and the supra-orbital

ridges. If evolutionists are correct in their suppositions,

charts indicating comparative development of these character-

istics should correspond to the chart of evolutionary devel-

opment shown on the preceding page.

These racial characteristics considered are

those traits determined by heredity in each race and in vhich

all members of the race participate. It must be remembered,

however, that it is justifiable to compare races from the

standpoint of racial characteristics only if we avoid an

ap.licetion of our results to Individuals.^ In other words,

what is true of the race taken as a whole. Is not always

true of the individual, who may vary from the average,

Headform . Beginning with headform as the most

static and important of all physical traits, the investigator



is at once strucic with the disconcerting fact th. t the

relatively short, brachycephalic head of the white race most

closely reseables the round head of the ape, whereas the

black man^s long, dolichocephalic head indicates the greatest

human development. Intermediary, or mesocephalic, are the

Australians and the Mongolians, the latter being the more

ape-Jike and sraller. These facts may be represented thus;

Professor Franz Boas of Columbia University reports an in-

tei eating series of experiments on immigrants entering America,

in which he discovered a change of head-size attributable to

a change in economic conditions. Maltrunit on in the old

country, he says, results in a permanent decrease in head-

size for children, and a temporary decrease for adults, \'Tiat

is more, he found that East European Jewish adults, brachy-

cephalic because of maltrunit Lon in Poland, produced meso-

cephalic children under the better economic conditions of the

United States. American-born descendants of long-l^eaded

Sicilian ancestors becaii.e more broad-headed too, he found.

In connection with the form of the head.
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These facts, together with the results of simllb,r exi-eriiuents

described by Hooton based on investigations of Russian scholars

in the famine of 1922, seemed good supi ort for the theory of

e^lutionary develoj ment in physical traits,^

But yiles Hrdlicka of the Bureau of American

Ethnology 7/ho is one of the foremost physical anthropologists

in the United States, continued along the same line of In-

vestigation begun by Boas, and although he confirmed Boas»

discovery that Polish brachycephalic adults produced meso-

cephalic children in America, he further reports in his work.

Old j-mericans , that the grandchildren of the Polish adults

reverted to the original brachycephalic headfortn. The meso-

cepha-lsr.i of the first generation was only a temporary varia-

tion, and the v.lue of the experiments as evolutionary proof

has been destroyed, Headform is static.

parenthetically, while dealing with the brain-

case, it may be well to consider the size of the brain as

a racial characteristic, for results of investigation in this

field are at direct variance with findings as to headform.

The black, who is most human as to headform. Is, unfortunately

for evolutionary consistv;ncy, the most ape-like in respect to

the size of his brain, I quote Franz Boas, professor of

2
anthropology at Coj-umbia:

"Setting aside the pygmies, the bushmen and other very

very small races, the Negroid races have smaller brains

than the Mongoloid, and these in gen-ral, smaller ones

than the Europeans, although some of the vongoloid types

like the Eskimo exceed in size many European groups.

1. Ho ton: p. 407
Weiser: pp. 17-19

8, Boas: pp. S9-40
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The brain in each race is very variable in size.

It is not possible to identify an individual »

Negro or white according to the size and form of the

brfln, but serially the Negro brain is less extremely

human than the white."

Though inconsistent with h.-adform, this coincides with the

development of races assumed by evolutionists, but Boas gives

his .-n criticism of the validity of brain-si. e as a racial

characteristic: it is soo variable. A graph constructed

from his analysis would read:

1

Not only in headform, but also in lip

development does the black race seem the most human. The

Negroes have the thickest, most excessively "human" Ups.

For anatomically the anthropoid apes have almost no lips at

all, and in that likeness the Mongolians come next, follow-

ed by the whites and the Australians in order} as represent-

ed below:

1. Boas: p. 39
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A third trait indicating Negro superiority

is hairiness, the degroe of development of the beard and

the down which covers the body. Haddon regards this as one

Here again the Negroes are the most human and smooth-skinned

or glabrous, whi-e the whites with their hypertrichoses most

closely resemble the hairy apes. The Mongols, like the

Negroes are glabrous, and the Australians are close to the

whites in hairiness, as indicated on the chart:

and hairiness, then, it would seem that a revisi-n of the

theory of evolution is in order, for in spite of wh-te ob-

jection, Judgment of the black race by these three physical

traits would seem to warrant calling the Negro the least

ape-like, and therefore the highest form of man. But lur-

ther study will show that this view, held by no one but the

Negro perhaps, is as full of physical inconsistencies as

the theory of white supremacy.

vost encouraging for the evolutionist as well

as for the white man is the study of prognathism, or pro-

of the more Important elements of racial classification.

OF ftoDX

On the basis of headform, lip-development

1, Haddon: p. 39
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truslun of the jaws, a characteristic simian feature, The

protruding jaws of the Negro make him the most ate-liKe, while

the orthognathic, straight-faced European takes hi- best human

honors. So Hooton c.ntentedly observes, "Protrusion of the

jaws, which is called prognathism, is clearly a remeniscence

of the mamraalian shout." But he goes on to show that mixed

negroids in the United States show little prognathism, in-

dicating that when prognathics and orthognathics are crossed

ty,es, prognathism disappears and is therefore recessive.

For this reason, he concludes, it is not useful as a criterion

of race; it is too easily suppressed.^ Kroeber adds that

another hindrance in the use of prognathism as a racial stan-

dard is that it is difficult to measure or to den-te in fig-

ures,^ But a racial chart may be coxistructed as below:

In the disappearance of the supra-oroital ridges

above the eyes, so prominent in the ape straight across the

1. Hooton: p. 418

2. Kroeber: p. 38
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forehead, the white nan would a.ain be placed at the

top of the evolutionary scale, with the Austral at the

bottom followed In ascending order by the Negro and the

'ongol .

Viliite supreiLbcy Is further claimea by

students of nose formation, as expressed in the nasal

index. The ape has al..ost no nose at all, and Boas says,

"The ancestral form had a flat nose."^ Fr; ctically all

negroids have flat, broad or platyrrhlne n^ses; most platy-

rhine are the Australs; Mongols are mesorrhine; and the

whites leptorrhine.^ Nordics, In particular, have narrow

prominent noses.

1. Boas: p. '69

2, Kroeberj p. '66

Hooton: p. 426
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Hooton reports a current anthropological

view that the form of the nose Is affected by the tem-

perature of the air habitually breathed. .This would

give to people of cold climates narrow noses, as In the

Scandinavians; and to dwellers In the trof>ics broad

noses, like the Negroes, But there are exceptions, A-

mong living races, the Australs and Tasmanians have

broad noses but have alvays lived in cold climates.

And though this section deals primarily with living races,

it will not be out of place to point out that Neanderthal

man lived in Europe during both tropical and glacial pe-

riods, yet he shows an unvaryingly broad, or platyrrhine,

nose. Hooton concludes that nasal proportions as observ-

ed in the living today are hereaitable features,^

Another physical trait which we shall con-

sider in our study of racial classification is the size

and shape of the ear, and here the Mongolian comes into

his element as the most human, '^he black race has short

wide ears; white men have longer, narrower ears; while

the Mongoloid peoples have relatively the longest and
o

narrowest ears of all. ' A distinct racial ear type is

that of the Bushmen and Hottentots of South Africa who

have small ears with straight, horizontal upper ears of-

ten found attached to the skull.

A-.iong the anthropoid apes, the gorilla has

the finest developed ear, small and dedicate like those

1. Hooton: pp. 426-427

2, Ibid: pp. 434
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of the black race, while the ear of the chlrapi nzee is

medium in si^e like the white man.

As to stature, its usefulness as a racial

criterion is extr-iniely limited hy the wide individual

variations found in every gr>jup. Hooton observes, "One

may Judge race by body height with about as much accura-

cy as he can determine the merit of a book by its length."^

Four causes for difference in human stature are heredity,

pathological reasons, economical conditions and environment.

The pituitary and thyroid glands also affect stature, but

this is individual rather th^.n racial in its efiect.

As in anatomy, so also an analysis of the facts

found in studies of comparative physiology reveals no racial

superiority. Although the relative imiLunity of the white

race to syphilis is often advanced as a sign of superior

development, i:m'-unity to diseases is no criterion of racial

evolution. It is true that certain peoples do acquire im-

munity to disease through long generations of contact with

it. Africans usually die vithln a few days if affected

1, Hootonj p. 473
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by syphilis, but Europeans can live with the disease

for years because their white corpuscles have acquired

the ability to combat syphilitic germs as they enter the

blood stream. But the white man, 1 .j;.une relatively to

syphilis, is sensitive to cancer. The Eskimo, sensitive

to sy;hills, is relatively immune ‘to frost-bite.^ Tt

can be seen, then, that immunity depends, not on race,

but on exposure to disease, and that no race is superior

in iraiijunlzatlon.

Physiological compi rison of the white, the

Negro and thy Americ n Indian based on studies of pulse

rate, respiration and temperature, point to the same con-

clu. ion that no race is physlolo.,icaliy superior. The

Indian male has the lowest pulse rate (56-67 p-=r minute) ,

the white, male, the highest (70-72); the Negroe has the

highest rate of respiration per minute (20), . hiae the

Indian and the white are the same (16-19); and temperature

averages are: ' hlte, 98.6-91^; Negroe, 98.2, and Indian,

98.1-98.8. The muscular strength of th-j white man is

slightly higher on the average than that of Swine others,

but whites also lead In psychoses.

From these facts and figures, v.e can see that

physiological superiority of race is a myth. Races can

Claim advantages in s^me respects, but not in ail, and even

1 . v/eiser: pp. 17, 75
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these advantages are off-set by racial weaKnesses quite

as obvi-us as racial strengths.

To summarize the results of this brief

survey of physical and physiological traits, studied

racially: the black race is most hunan as to its brain-

case, lip development and hairiness; the white race

leads all In humanity from the standpoint of brain-size,

prognathism, supra-orbital ridges and nose development;

the Mongoloids have the most hiiman ears; and nothing can

be proved from stature or physiology. As far as evolution

of race goes, this seems a stalemate. There are no

grounds for asserting that the black r. ce is lower in

blolo leal development thi-n any other. Nor is there ony

consistency to the common belief in the supremacy of the

white. If, as is claimed, man has developed by evolution

from lower forms, logically there must be some race pre-

eminent In anatomical or physiological development. But

this much at least has been proved: from the standpoint

of physical anthropology there Is no such thing as a

superior race.



part II: FACTS FROM HIRUN PALEONTOLOGY

Introduction

Human paleontology is the study of pre-

historic races, or fossil man, covering the ground from

the ;nissing link to Homo sapiens. By fossil man, says

Dr, VcCurdy of Yale, is meant man of the palaeolithic,

or old stone, age,^ Knowledge concerning these extinct

races can be derived from two sources only, from anatomi-

cal analysis of their skeletal remains, and from what is

discovered of their material culture as it is turned up

by the archaeologist. Here we shall deal with the skele-

tal remains of fossil men, perhaps the firmest and certain-

ly the best-publici7.ed stronghold of evolutionary faith;

and from recognized anatomical facts presented by the pal-

eontologist we shall draw our own conclusions as to the

simian character of the prehistoric ape-men.

Evolutionary concept of human paleontology

There are two theories of the origin of

life: the theory of creation, and the theory of sponta-

1 . McCurdy: p. 10
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iiBous origin. Evolutionists, accQpting tlis latter al-

ternative, conclude that life began in the chance union

of certain elements in the earth’s crust, fostered peihsps

by the ultra-violet rays of the sun, the results of which

union were minute living creatures. From these one-cell—

ed animals, or protozoa, there developed matazoa, many-

cealed animals. These in turn evolved through various

stages to man.

A table of geologic ages will indicate

at a glance the evolutionary concept of the development

of primitive life toward Homo sapiens:^

Cosmic stage
Azoic age
Archaeozoic age
Proterozoic age
Paleozoic age -

500 million years
500 mi:^lion years
6Z0 mil- ion years

gaseous earth
no life
larval life
marine invertebrate
invertebrates
fishes
amphibians

Vesozoic age - — 110 miliion years — reptiles

Cenozoic age - - 60 minion years — mammals
man

The last age, the Cenozoic, may be divided

into five epochs: Eocene, 0ligoc^=ne, yiocene. Pliocene

and Pleistocene. Accroding to evolution, the Eocene is

marked by the spread of placental mammals; the Oligocene

by the rise of the anthropoids; the Pliocene by the branch-

1. Outline adapted from Bean*s Phy sical Anthr’Ji’ology^, with

chronology from KcCurdy .
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Ing of man-like forms frum the parent ape trunk, and the

plelstocone, hlch ended about 10,000 years ago, by man's

gradual conquest of his environment.^ Thus says the

evolutionist.

Too often evolutionists are ridiculed for

claiming th^ t man's descent is direct from the ape. Such

is not the case. The more mooerate view, most widely ac-

cepted today, is that both Homo sapiens and the anthropoids

are branches evolved from a primitive parent form which

possessed both human and anthropoid characteristics. This

Is the long-sought missing link. The extreme evolutionary

viev, together with the accepted theory, is shown in the

accompanying diegram:‘=’

1. "cCurdy: pp. 1,2

2. Kroeber: p. 12
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The missing link is still missing, but

betr^'oen that elusive creature and Homo sapiens a series

of partial findings have been inserted to complete the

picture of progression, as indicated below;

This is the chain of progression forged by

evolutionists from discoveries of fossil men. Their con-

clusions must indicate, therefore, that the Pithecanthro-

pus bones are most ape—like. Sinanthropus next, and so on

until Cro-Vagnon man will be exceeded in the human charac-

ter of his skeleton only by Homo sapiens. If v>e, taking

and analyzing the fossil skeletons, can find any weakness

in th-s chain, we have expj-Oded evolution in one of its

strongest lines of evidence.

As indicated in the diagram above we have

seven major fossil forms to examine. Since first interest

was aroused In fossil men as furnishing possible links be—

the apes and man, a flood of fossilized human skele-

tons have been hailed as conclusively simian in important
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details; but in the cold light of scientific analysis

they have been discarded as modern variations of Homo

sapiens or the anthropoids. These seven fossil forms,

however,—Pithecanthropus erectus. Sinanthropus Pekin-

ensis, Eoanthropus Dawsonl, Homo Heidelbergensis, Ne-

anderthal man, the Rhodesian man, and Cro-Magnon man

are universally accepted by scientists as representative

of genuine prehistoric species of Homo in progression to

Homo sapiens, the man of reason. It is our purpose now

to show that these fossil men are not different species

of sub-men as claimed, but are in reality only variations

of Homo sapiens,

Pithecanthro!»us erectus

Pithecanthroi-us erectus, the celebrated

Java ape-man, was discovered by Dr. Eugene Dubois, the

paleontologist, who describes the find as follows:^

"It was near Trinll, Java, in the left bank of the

river at the foot of the Kendengs that I came, in

August 1891, Ufon a place particularly rich in fos-

sil bones, and found there in that and the follow-

ing year, among a great number of remains of other

vertebrates, bones and teeth of a grei t manlike

mammal, which I have named Pithecanthropus erectus

considering it as a link connecting together Apes

and Man."

1. Dubois: Report of 1898, quoted in Smithsonian Series

p. 150
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Dr. Dubois *s finds, eventually attributed

by him to a female Pithecanthropus , comprise a lo^er jaw,

two molar teeth, a skullcap, and a femur, all found about

50 feet below the surface wxthin a radius of 46 feet-

’•^ith these is associated a premolar discovered in the

Trinil deposits sever«.l years later, and sometimes the

right side of a lorer jaw including the canine socket.

The physical and che ical characters of the bones, says

Dubois, stamp the remains as Pliocene, rather than Lower

Pleistocene.^ Popular reconstructions of the face, em-

phasizing simian features, are wholly conjectural for

none of the bones of the face have been discovered.

Violent and voluminous has been the contro-

versy about the skull as well as on every other point

connected with Pithecanthropus . Tabulating the opinions

of those v.ho have examined the bones—probably all the best

living authorities on camparative anatomy—six of the au-

thorities, mostly English, consider it a human skull; it

is thought to be a missing link, that is intermediate, by

eight, mostly French; and it is regarded as an aje’s skull

g
by six others, who are mostly German.

Since the skull is generally considered more

ape-like that the femur it will be well for us to examine

it carefully. It Is low, with a narrow receding forehead

and heavy supra-orbital ridges.^ This is ape-like, but no

1. Smithsonian Series, VII: p. 146-149

8. Elliot: pp. 43-44

3. Kroeber; p. 21
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acre so than the j.-rominent supra-orbltal ridges of the

s.^ulls of modern aborigines from Tierra del Fuego on ex-

hibit in the Field »useum, Chicago,

Only the narrow frontal portion of the

skull cap remains and this furnishes inconclusive data

for estimatirig the skull capacity, Dubois estimated it

at 811 c,c. But G, Slliot Smith writes,^

”The brain case capacity was ab.-ut 950 c,c, which

brings it v/ithin the range of variati»^n even of

Homo sapiens; whereas 650 c,c. is the biggest rec-

ord for an ape, even of a gorilla twice the body-

weight of a hjaman beirig."

Moreover, Hrdllcka, an authority of the same magnitude,

2
says of the brain form of Pithecanthropus ,

”Its size and form and gyration appear to remove it

at once froir. the brains of all ^nown apes and bring

it correspondingly close to that of man,,.,* The

female brain cavity measured in capacity at least

900 c,c, A corresponding male brain cavity would

measure somewhere about 1100 c,c The frontal

lobes of the Java specimen, while still low, ap-

proach in their form the human, lacking the pointed

jj^*el_shaped formation they have in all the apes,.

Pithecanthropus is human, then, in brain

capacity, though remarkably small. Sven if the capacity

is only 900 c.c. the specimen may be a variation as found

today. In the Tyrol one brain with a capacity of only

1. Smith: pp. 84-85

2. Smithsonian Series: p. 153
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080 c.c. v.c^s dlscuvered by Tappeiner.^ And In Peru,

Hrdlicka discovered tventy-one skulls of woraen ranging

from 920 to 1020 c.c.^ Furthurniore the skull is doli-

chocephalic, or long-headed, with a cephalic index of

72 -hlch is distinctly human, since all apes are

brachyeephalic

•

It has been pointed out from a study of

the endocranial cast of the ape-man, that the region in

man of the motor control of the speech organs is develop-

ed to a certain degree; and that th; middle temporal con-

volution, rhich is the auditory speech center in man, is

expanded. The combination of these two characters in the

Java specimen wo\ xd seem to indie; te th; t he was somewhat

familiar with both motor and auditory phases of articulate

speech.^ Cleland concludes that he was able to transmit

information and ideas. ^ If this is true, it makes Pithe-

canthropus all the more human.

The teeth are large, much worn, but en-

tirely human. ^ Dr. VeCurdy analyzes the canine socket and

mandibular fragments found after the return of Dubois to

Europe, as hominoid also. From them he concludes that

the shape and structure of the Java man’s chin is little

1. Elliot: 44

2. Ibid

3. ''cCurdy: p. 22

4. Cleland: p. 9

5. Ibid
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If any more receding than the chin of Neanderthal man.^

Indisputably human is the femur which is

remarkably straight, indicating habitual upright posture.^

The resemblance of the fossil femur to that of man, in con-

trast to the apes, says Bishop, is very marked in the knee

Joints, which are adapted for perfect extension of the

leg. Even the abnormal growth of bone near the Opper end

has been found duplicated by Hrdlicka on the thighbone of

4
a white American, The length of tho femur suggests that

the total body stature was about 5 feet 7 inches, or as

much as the height of most Euro.ei.ns,®

In sum ary, then, Pithecanthropus has human

teeth and a human canine socket. Her femur is human. Al-

though Dr, Dubois has estimated from the character of the

upper femur attachment that she did not possess a human

7
shaped peltis, this must remain conjecture for no Pithe-

canthropus pelvis exists. The skull-cap s-;ms most ape-

like, but it has been shown that even this falls within

the limits of human variation. Our conclusion seems per-

fectly Justifiable therefore: Pithecanthropus erectus

1. McCurdy: p. 19

2. Kroeber: p. 21

3. Smithsonian Series: p, 151

4. Smithsonian Series: plate 48 opp.

6. Kroeber; p. 21

7. Smithsonian Series: p. 151

p. 152
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is 100 p6r c©nt human, /nd this is the creciture which

science has labeled the most ape-like hominoid aiiong

man’s progenitors.

The remains of the Java specimen are in

the T-?yler "useum at Haarlem, Holland.

Sinanthropus Pekinensis

Most important of recent fossil discoveries

is the Chinese man of Peking, Sinanthropus PeKinen^^is, re-

covered from fossil-bear-ng deposits liO feet deep in the

Chou Hou Tien cavern near Peking. The fossils were un-

covered in 1921 by J. G. Anderson, the Swedish geologist.

In 1926 two human teeth were recognized among the bones

and in 1927 another Looth, a lower molar was f^.und. The

next year r^^rts of two lower jaws were attributed to the

same form, together with some s/;ull fragments.

Late in 1929, Dr. V/.C. Pei found a skull

vault of an adolescent raale compl-^te except for the face

and a p..rtion of the base; and in 1930 the upper portion

of a second cranium, a yuung adult female, was pieced to-

gether from material excavated the year before.^ Sinanthro-

pus parts, including loose teeth have been found in seven

different areas of the Chou Kou Tien deposits. Its age is

placed in the first half of the Pleistocene period.

1. McCurdy: pp. 23-24
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The cranial vaults are mesocephallc with

a 75 index, and show a greater resemblance to Plthecan-

thro, us than to Neanderthal man, but are higher, have a

less sloping forehead, and probably a greater capacity,

between 1300 and 1400 c.c. This much seems to indicate

convenient evolutionary development towards Homo sapiens,

but such a view is inconsistent with the ape-like form

of the jaw which resembles most n.arly the chimpanzee

mandible of the Eoanthro> us form, but is less extremely

ape-like. The teeth are human, and the smallness of the

canine socket indicates that there was no large, pro-

truding canine tooth.

^

F.oanthropus Dawsoni

Eoanthropus Dawsoni , the Piltdov.n form,

has aroused as much scientific controversy as the Pithe-

canthropus, and little can be concluded from this doubt-

ful creature. Laborers in the gravel pits at Piltdown,

in Sussex, England, uncovered between 1908 and 1912, fos-

sil remains of a human skull, but since they were uninter-

ested, allowed the r-^mains to be scattered about. I'r.

Dawson, a lawyer, was acquainted with the discovery in

1911, and proceeded to bring to light several fragments:

portions of the sxull, a pair of nasal bones, a portion

1. Kroeber: pp. 2,3, Supplement
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of a lower jaw, and a canine tooth. ^ In 1S15 he dis-

covered two miles from the fir:>t site, two fragments of a

sknll of a similar type, slightly less thick. The age of

these fragments of hone cannot be ascertained, for the de-

posit is only a few feet below the surface, and ^n the

open; and the associated fossils have been washed or rolled

into the layer, some of them certainly much older than the

skulx.2

The skulo. is human. Except ior the unusual

th-cknesj. of the bone, which is eight or twelve rallliraeters

or roughly tv ice that of the aveiage modern European, it is

not even primitive, '’oodward estimates the capacity at 1300,

Elliott Smith at 1200, and Sir Arthur Keith at 1400; but the

pieces do not join, and no proof can be given for any of

them. Bishop, collaborating tith Hrdllcka, araws three im-

portant conclusions, however, fro*;: the various determina-

tions:^

"the skull, taicen as female, was in size above rather
than below the present average of female crania; the
skull cavity, and hence th-= size of the brain, were
about the average of the present hlte female; the
vault of the skull was not low as in all the other
known early forms of man.

"In addltiv^n it is certain that the forehead was well
arched and filled out; the parietal, temporal and oc-
cipital regions were fashioned practically as they are

1. Smithsonian Series: p. 134

2. Kro-'ber: p. 22

3. S;-tlthsonlan Series: pp. 137-138
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in modern skulls; the supraorbital ridges were

very moderate and did not form a connected arch,,.

In short, this skull, though it may have shown

some secondary inferiorities, if it were not for

the exceedingly primitive lov.er jaw and canine

tooth found near it, would Inevitably have had to

be classed with those of modern man,”

Although the skull is human, the half of

the lower jaw and the teeth, as Kroeber points out, are

scarcely distinguishable from those of a chimpan:^ee. It

is this almost impossible combination of a hu...an skull

and chimpanzee jaw that has stirred science to a variety

of conflicting opinions.

Sir Arthur Keith, who believes that the

Java man branched off from the main human stem in the

Miocene period of the Cenozolc age, holds that the Peking

man and the Piltdown man branched off in the following

Pklocene age, and that the Viltdovn man of Sussex is the

early Pleistocene ancestor of the modern races of mankind,^

Pe bases these conclusion on the thickness of the skull

and the theory that the simian jaw belongs to the human

skull

.

2
A more reasonable view is that of Kroeber

who writes, ’’The suspicion does not down that the skull

may have become intruded at a time subsequent to the de-

2
posit of the other faunal remains,” Hrdlicka says,

”To connect the shajely, wholly normal piltdown jaw

with the gross, heavy Piltaown skull in the same

1, McCurdy: p, 26

2, Kroeber: p. 4, Supi-lement

3, Smithsonian Series: p, 141
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Individual, seems very difficult. .. .It must be

plain that any far-fetched deductions from the

Piltdov.Ti forms are not justified."

It is safe for us to dispose of the Piltdovm

link in the evolutionary chain, therefore, as being nothing

but the cranial vault ef a modern human being fo\ind in the

vicinity of the jawbone of an ape. The specimens froc.

Piltnown are in the Natural History Museum, South Kensington,

London.

Homo Heldelbergensis

Next creature placed in the evolutionary

scale from ape to man is Homo Heldelbergensis , the Heidel-

berg man. Our knowledge of this individual is unfortunately

limited, resting on a single piece of bone, the lower jaw

of an adult male. This, the Heideluerg or '^auer Jaw, was

found in 1907 by Dr. Otto Schoetensack in a sandpit 10 kil-

ometers south-east of Heidelberg, in a Pleistocene age lev-

el, 80 feet below the surface, which also yielded other

fossil faunal remains. Kroeber dates its antiquity as only

half that of Pithecanthroi->us The lower jaw was intact

but a limestone pebole was so firmly cemented to the left

half that in its removal the crowns of the premolars and

first two molars were destroyed.

1. Kroeber: p. 21

2. McCurdy: p, 26
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The massivity of the jaw has impressed

scientists with its anthroioidal character, but we shall

prove from an examination of the bone that it is not an-

thropoid, not even a link between ape and man, but that

it is a variation of a jaw of Homo sapiens. It is com-

pletely mineralized, resembling limestone rather than

bone,

Y-e shall first point out the human char-

acteristics of the Mauer jaw. This is most important;

the contour of the jaw is entirely human. It is oval,

and not narrow and oblong as In the apes. The teeth

are large, but distinctly human. They are set close

together with their tops flush as in man; and the ca-

nines are n-t tusk-like as in the anthropoids.^ Further-

more, a study of the marki..gs of muscle attachments to

the bone surface indicate that the Heidelberg man in all

probability possessed the ability of speech.

At first sight, however, its massive con-

struction would seem to stamp the jaw as simian. It is

larger and heavier than any modern human jaw; the ramus

is enormously broad; and there is no chin as in the anthro-

poid apes.^ But we need not conclude that these anthro-

poid features mark the mandible as that of a creature in-

termediate between ape and man. Though some authorities

1. Kroeber: p, 22

2. Smithsonian Series: p.
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clalra that the chin is absolutely lacking, Kroeber points

out that this area does not recede so much as in the apes.^

Even the heavy construction of the jaw is nut vithout its

modern parallels, for Hrdlicka reports the discovery of

heavy chinless jaws in Greenland today.

So notwithstanding its publicized ape-like

characteristics, the conclusion Is safe that the Heidel-

berg jaw is not that of an evolutionary predecessor of

man, but only a variation of Homo satlens found in old

geologic strata. The jaw is preserved in the Geological-

Paleontologlcal Institute, Heidelberg.

Neanderthal Man

In contrast to the four forms dealt with

above which are known only from partial fragments of a

single indivicual, the Neandertal race is well represented

by about half a dozen nearly complete skulls, and ftie

greater part of several skeletons. The first find was

a skull discovered in 1848 at Forbes Quarry, Gibraltar,

but it was not recognized as important until 1857, in

which year part of another Neandertal skeleton and a

skull cap was found in the Neander valley near Dusseldorf,

Germany. Other discoveries have since been made in Spain,

France, Belgium, Palestine and South Russia.

Homo neandertalensls is clearly human, dating

1. Kroeber p. 22
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frofT. thi Mousterian period of the Old Stone, or paleo-

lithic, age; whereas Pithecanthropus . Sinanthropus and

the Heidelberg jaw are considered older than the stone

age. He is sometimes called the Mousterian man. In

prehistoric terminology, the term Neandertal is used

for the physical type, and Mousterian for the cultural

type created by the race. The Mousterian period is

between 50,000 to 25,000 years ago according to geologists.

Although the skeletons classified as Ne-

andertal shov certain variations of anatomy, they may

be averaged and analyzed as a general type. Neandertal

man was short, but no more so than the modern Japanese,

about 4 fe-.'t 10 Inches for the wo.i:en, and 5 feet 5 inches

for men. His long bones are human, but thickset, and a

curvature of the thingbone indicates that his knee was

habitually bent^ but this is found also in the Kalmucks

of todiy. The head was low with a sloping forehead and

heavy supraorbital ridges, but these too are human vari-

ations, heavy supraorbital ridges being found on skulls

2
from Tierra del Fujgo.

The jaws were prognathous, but not more so

than in many Australians and Negroes;® and the receding

chin is matched by Hrdlicka»s discoveries in Gre-nland,

1. Kroeber: p. 24

2. Field Museum, Chicago

3. Kroeber; p. 24
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8S mentioned abov6* Evsn mors inconsistontp with ths

evolutionary classification of Neandertal man as below

modern man, is th- size of the sicull, which measures an

average capacity of 1550 c,c, or equal to that of Euro-

pean whites and greater than the mean of all living races

of mankind. His Sicull was dolichocephalic, not brachy-

cephalic as in the a^es, and of heavy construction.^

It can be seen therefore, that Neandertal

man, admittedly more human than the precediiig fossils, is

very easily classifi-d as a human variation. The Gibral—

skull is In the **useum of the Royal College of Gurgeons,

London; and the Neandertal skeleton is preserved in the

Provinzial 'Museum at Bonn, Ger-,any.

It is well to remember that in none of

the forms anterior to Ne. ndertal man has the face been

recovered. The ape-lik. faces on so many of the recon-

structions of the fossil man arj wholly conjectural.

Rhodesian ^^an

The Rhodesian man is a strange mixture of

primitive and advanced characteristics. He is known by

a nearly complete s^uli found in 1921, 90 feet deep in

Broken Hill Bone Cave in Northern Rhodesia. There was

no- lower jaw, and no skeleton, but a tibia ^nd parts of

a lion's skull lay 'ithin ten feet of th<^ skull, but at

1, Kroeber: p. 24, 25
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a lorer level. Hrdlicka doubts that the tibia be-

longs to the slfull,^ but since no scientist verified

the accounts of its descovery until long afterwards,

details about the position of the skull and tibia, and

about the surroundings, the cave and its fil-lngs, are

obscure.^

Kroeber points out three reasons for the

importance attached by science to the Phodesian specimen.

^

’’It reve. Is the most ape-like face yet found in a

human variety; it extends the record of fossil man
to a new continent (Africa) ; and that continent is

the home of the two living apes— the gorilla and
chimpanr.ee—recognized as most similar to man,”

The face has been called gorilla-like

because of its marked prognathism and its huge supra-

orbital ridges which Hrdlicka calls the most striking

features of the skull. They are not far from twice as

stout as in the Keandertalers.'^ Hovever, v.e have already

shown that prognathism and supraoruital ridges are not ex-

clusively anthropoid.

Doubtful features include the nose, which

was perhaps flaring but quite modern in that it was promi-

nent; and the palate and dental arch, vhich are large but

human. The teeth, also, are hu:,.an, without the project-

ing anthropoid canines.^ Hrdlicka unwillingly adults the

1. Smithsonian Series: pp. 159-160

2. Kroeber: p. 6, supplement

3. Ibid: pp. 26-27

4. Smithsonian Series: pp. 160-161

5. Kroeber: p. 26
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modern character of the teeth, writing,^

"It seems almost impossible to regard the strain

of roan represented oy the skull as a survival to

recent time Yet the diminishing third molars,

the shape and size of the other teeth, the ex-

tensive caries (tooth decay), and other points

speak against hoary antiquity.”

Most human of all is the long, straight

tibia, unquestionably Homo sapiens, Inaicatlng a fully

upright position. The relationship of the skull and

tibia is further supported ^y th.= forward position of

the foramen magnum, the aperture by which the spinal

cord enters the brain, which also proves that the Rho-

desian man walked erect.

^

Like the other prehistoric men studied,

the Rhodesian man, with all his primitive characteristics,

is another human variation. The skeletal remains are in

the Natural History Museum, London.

The Cro-Magnon Race

Highest of the sub-men on the evolutionary

scale is the Cro-Magnon race, v.hich is regarded as direct-

ly ancestral to modern Europeans, But it is a strange link

in the chain of ascent from ape to man, for it is in many

respects a race physically superior to Homo sapiens, and

would therefore consist -ntly belong, not below modern man

but above him.

First skeletal remains of the new race were

1, Smithsonian Series: p. 161

2. Kroeber: p. 26
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found In 1868 In the rock shelter of Cro-Magnon In

Dordogne, Fiance, where five incomplete skeletons were

unearthed. The other most important Cro-Magnon find

was the discovery of 12 skeletons in the Grimaldi caverns

near Mencone in Northwest Italy, where two other skeletons

of a negroid typo, called Grimaldi, were also uncovered.

More skeletons have since been found in France and Germany.

A third type with Cro-Magnon characteristics, called the

Brunn race has been unearthed in Bohemia and '*oravla.^

The physical superiority of this Cro-

Magnon race is brought out in Kroeber's description,

"The Cro-*'agnon race of Aurlgnacian times, as rep-

resented by ':he finds ac Cro-Magnon and Gri laldi

was excessively tall and large-brained, surpossing

any living race of man in both respects. .. .This

race was tall, but clean-limbed, lithe and swift..

If these individuals were n>->t exceptis^nal. . the

size and weight of 'the brain of the early Cro-

oagnon race was some fifteen to twenty per cent

greater than that of mod-.rn Europeans .. .The fore-

head rose well-do;.;ed....the features must have

been attractive even by our standards,"

The cephalic index is low, for the skull

was long and narrow, but the broad face is disharraonlc.

As indicated above, che skulls were enormous, those of

the five male skeletons from Grimaldi contain from over

1700 to 1900 c.c.—an average of 1800 c.c., well over

300 c.c. more than the modern average. The same five

skeletons averaged in height 6 feet 1^ Inches, At a

1. McCurdy: pp. 37-40

2. Kroeber: pp. 27-28
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glance we can see that Cro-Magnon man, tall and large-

bralnod, surpassed modern man physically.

These five Cro-T.Tagnon skeletons found in

the Griiualdi caverns must hot be c-nfused with two other

skeletons found in a lower strata of the same caves. These,

possibly mother and adolescent son, are the only representa-

tives of a race called Grimaldi, the negroid characteristics

of hich distinguish it from all other fossil men. "The fore-

arm and lower leg are long compared with the up,er arm and

thigh* the pelvis is high and small; the Jaw prognathous;

the nose flat, the eye-orbits narrow." All these are negro

traits, says Kroeber.^ The statures are 5 feet 2 inc es for

the woman, and E feet 1 inch for the youth wh^ is not fully

grown. The skull capacities are 1675 and 1600 c.c,^

Another race of the same general period as

the Cro-Magnon and Grimaldi races. Is the Brunn race, some-

times classed with Cro-Magnon, sometimes with Neandertal,

and sometimes regarded as a linK between the two. It lacks

the distinctive broad face of the Cro-**agnon man, but the

supraorbital ridges are not prominent, the chin is more pro-

nounced, and the Jaws less prognathous than the Neandertals.

Both Grimaldi and Brunn skeletons are definite-

ly human, and further show that even in the upper paleolithic

period there was racial variation as v.e have it today.

1. Kroeber; p, iSO

2. Ibid: p. 29
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Fossll Homo sapiens

Further proof th^-t fossil man is no sub-

species, but a normal variation of Romo sapiens is fur-

nished by the history of other mineralized s:<elctons un-

earthed in early geologic strat, vihich when found vere

acclaimed as missing linKS in the evolutionary scale, but

upon analysis by authorities were shown to be nothing but

fossilized httaan skeletons. Unfortunate indeed was the

recent announcement of the discovery of the tooth of an

anthropoid ape in the pliocene deposits of ?-!ebraska, i^hich

is now admitted to be that of a peccary. And quite as un-

fortuni-te was the publicity attendant upon the discovery

of a second Pithecanthropus , v-hich has been colely analyz-

ed as part of the head of an elephant *s humerus.^

Dr. Eubois, Qiscoverer of P i th-jcan thr o pu

s

erectus, in the sane year during which he was studying

his discovery, was sent the remains of two fos.'.llized

skeletons knuw as ^'’adjak I and V^adjak II. For some reas-

on he chose to publicize ?lth».;canthropus as the missing

link, but hid the tv.o Wadjak sk-sletons for thirty y.ars.2

Th^s was to prevent public misunderstanding of paleonto-

logical truths, he said.

It is quite true that the VTadjak skulls are

1. Hooton: p. 347

2. Ibid:
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difficult to fit Into his evolutionary standard of -

paleontological truth. There were found about sixty

miles fro ^ Trinil, the site of the PithccanLhroijUS, find,

and were mineralir.ed and embedded in pleistocene deposits.

Like the Java man, therefore, they should show ape-like

variations. But as a matter of fact, the skulls are doli-

chocephalic, with high vaulted cranlums; the supra-orbital

ridges and nose form are Australoid. And jven mor . incon-

gruous is the large brain—size—v/adjak I, female, measuring

1550 c.c. and \?akjak II, male, not ^ess than 1650 c.c.l

If, as has been concluded, the modern Australians are de-

scended from this type, they have not progressed in good

evolutionary form, but regr-issed, for the average cranial

capacity of the present-day Australian is only 1287 c.c.

It was the description of the Talgai skull

in 1920 that induced Dr. DuBois to release his account of

the Tadjak specimens. This Talgai skull, too had been held

back after its discovery, for thirty years, but as exhib-

ited in 1914, and is the first example of fossilized Homo

sapiens found in Australia. The Talgi in sku_l, and the Co-

huna skull found in 1925, are essentially Australian, but

with less brain capacities than the 7.'adjak specimens.

In Africa, fossilized human skeletons hcve

also been found; the Taung skull which is not the missing

1. Hooton; pp. 348-349
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link as originally claimed but only chat of an anthro-

poid ape, the Fish Hoek skaleton, the Buskop and Tzit^-i-

kama skeletons. These are all remains of prehistoric

Homo sapiens, the ancestors of the Bushmen and Hottentot

in mixture, but all have larger brains than th«ir modern

descendants.

The fossil men of South America produced

by Dr. Lund of Brazil from the Santa Lagoa caves, and by

Dr. Florjntlno Ameghlno of Buenos Aires have also been

proved entirely human, corresponding to living races. The

famous PuninsK skull of Ecuador, found in 1923 by Dr.

Anthony of the *Jluseum of Natural History, Nev, York, has

been analyzed as 100 p .rcent Australoid,

From one end of North America to the other

fossilized skeletons have been dug up, but all have been

proved simply Inaian, not at all ape-like as was hoped,

Vest important of these are the Trents>n Han (18i;9) ,
the

Natchez Han (1046), the Vero Han (1316), the Lansing Van

(1302), the Loess Han of Long’s Hill Hound, Nebraska (1306),

the Calaveras SkuII (1866) and Hesperopithecus (1922)

which v.as first considered th*j om.y anthropoid aie found

in North America.

Hooton writes of other discoveries,

^

"Finds of modern t> pe of human remains in ancient

1. Hooton: p. 352
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gravel include the Galley Hill man of England,
the skeleton of Clichy in Paris, the human remains
at Crenelle Jutt outside Paris, the frontal bone
found embedded in a volcanic deposit on the upper
Loire, and the Olnio skull of Italy, In each of
these cases, bones of a purely modern type were
discovered unmer circumstances indicating nid-

glcCial or earlier age,"

In bi'ief summary, we have shown that the

remains of fossilized Homo sapiens have been found all

over the world; that these fossilized bones taken from

early ana unoisturbed geologic strata have oeen found of

the same form as bones of living races today. This is

n^t evolution, but stability of form. Further:.i«.re we

have proved that the so-called Fossil Men are not sub-

human, are not differ .nt species of Homo from vhich Homo

sapiens evolved, but are in reality only variati ns of

the man of reason.





peligion in Homer

He leads with his chin who dares to enter zhe

torn field of Homeric controversy on any subject, no matter

how incontrovertible his evidence may seem. Let him luote

dogmatic authorities and critics by the score, let him

build a bulwark of footnotes about his slightest phrase and

reproduce copiously from fragmentary originals; yet once he

ventures a single positive statement he is open to a flood

of contradiction backed by authorities equally as weighty

and equally as dogmatic as his own sources.

The field of Homeric religion furnishes ripe

examples of critical variations. On the one hand the stu-

dent is impressed by the strung charge of Xenophanes that

Homer attributed to the gods all that is a shame and a re-

proach among men— theft, adultery, deception; cind on the

other he is met by flights of eloquence praising the tales

of Homer as little if any lower than Christianity. I quote

2
from Froude:

m-rhen occasions of life stir the feelings in us on

which religion itself reposes, if we were as familiar

w'ith the Iliad as with the Psalms, the words of the

old Ionian singer would leap as naturally to our lips

as those of the Israelite king."

1. Quoted in Hastings: p. 763

2. Froude: p. 414
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It would seem a simple matter to extract from

the two reasonably short v;orks of Homer, the Iliad and the

Odyssey , his presentation of religious beliefs, but such

is not the case. It is the inconsistencies of the poet

himself that puzzle the student and add fuel to the battles

of the critics. Had Homer presented a consistent system.

it would be easy to label this the religion of the Homeric

age; instead the character of his gods ranges from heights

of moral grandeur to depths of buffoonery and even indecen-

cy that shock the modern reader. For example, Zeus who is as

grand as his thunder in his aspect of sovereign ruler over

gods and men, falls far below mortals as a humorous, hot-

headed father, and unfaithful husband.^

However, before we attempt to take up in detail

different interpretations of epic religion, it will clarify

our approach if we draw a few generalizations concerning it.

The Greeks looked to Homer as the founder of

their religion. Herodotus writes:

"For I am of the opinion that Homer and Hesiod lived

400 years before my time, and not more (9th cent. B.C.),

and that these were they who formed a theogony for the

Greeks, and gave names to the gods, and assigned to

them honors and arts, and declared their several forms.

1. Hyde: p. 6

Lang: p. 120

2. Herodotus: ii, 53
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All Greece fell under the spell of this poet. His in-

fluence was enormous in fixing for centuries the general

outline of ideas about the gods, and it is true that the

Greeks accepted the Homeric representation of their re-

ligion as standard. Alexander the Great knew the Iliad

by heart. ^ From disconnected, inconsistent legends he

molded a united system "in which there was at that stage

rest for the mind, and for the imagination an inexhaust-

ible spring of ideal beauty."^

But though he crystallized Greek religious

thought, Homer stands apart in religion from the world

that preceded and the world that followed him. Before

him, the gods of Aegean civilization are strangely mixed

with tree- and pillar-worship, and the gods of archaic

Greece are unimpressive, but the gods of Homer are the

glorious divinities later carved by Phidias. Later

Greece divinized its heroes freely, whereas Homer made

clear distinction between gods and men. Homer stands alone.

Briefly summarized, his was an advanced anthro-

pomorphic polytheism. Zeus was supreme. The gods were

fully personalized, human on a grand scale both in the weak-

nesses and the strong points of their immortal characters.

1. Pound: p. xi

2. Hyde; pp. 5, 6

3. Lang: pp. 116, 117
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Emphasis Is on ritual, rather than doctrine; and there

is relatively livtle stress on life after death. ^ That,

in a broad sense, outlines Homeric religion.

There are three main approaches to an inter-

pretation of Homer's religious beliefs. The first centers

its attention on the lower, more barbarous elements; another

ignores these and overemphasizes the grandeur and loftiness

of Homer's ethics and morals; while the critical school

recognizes the inconsist-incy and attempts to explain and

corielate it.

The charge that Homer attributed to his gods

all that is despicable in man is not without ius justifi-

cation. They are vengeful, capricious and unsympathetic.

They are moved by the human motives of love, anger, jeal-

ousy; they move not on eternal principles but from sudden

impulse and desire for temporary advantage. They act

like a bunch of insubordinate children on Olympus; and

not only do they ignore human immorality, they are Inde-

2
cent and irregular themselves.

In the Iliad, Ares, god of war, is a cowardly

Thracian, and Hera the divine is anything but a dutiful

consort. Even in the Odyssey which is said to portray

the gods on a higher spiritual plane, Zeus permits Posei-

don not only to wreak his grudge on Odysseus, but also to

1, Encyclopedia Britannica ; p,849

2. Menzies; p.286
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obtain vengeance on the good-willed Phaeacians who bring

the v/anderer home. The battle of the gods in the tvjenty-

first book of the Tllad is almost a burlesque on the

Olympic family; Hera loses her majesty and boxes Diana's

ears, Athena lays out the mighty god of war with a single

blow and he is led off groaning by sympathetic Aphrodite.

Plato and Euripides both protest against

Homer’s portrayal of Zeus as a bitter, revengeful god^

but it is illicit passion among the immortals that is

more likely to disgust the modern reader. It is with

no sense of shame that Zeus reels off to Hera quite a

summary of the irregularities in his past, and in the

lay of Deraodocus the story of divine adultery is treated

2
with mirth.

In brief, only Apollo, Athena, and Poseidon

are respectfully handled by the Homeric poems. Glad-

stone strikingly sums it all up when he says that none

of Homer’s gods was as good as the swineherd Eumaeus.

All in all, the Olympians are not an impressive lot, and

it is for this that Plato excludes Homer from his ideal

state

1. Encyclopedia Britannica : p. 849

2. Iliad ; xiv

3. Odyssey : viii

4. Hyde: pp. 6 ff.

5. Plato: Republic
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This is a lovi picture we have painted

of Homer's theogony. It is one at which many have re-

belled, swinging to the o ther extreme and ignoring or

minimizing the passages mentioned above. Andrew Lang

goes a bit too far when he writes;^

"The ethical religion of Homer, ^P^jt from his

mythology is excellent, a good faith to live

and die in."

Froude brushes aside Homer's corrupt

thpgonies and theology as representing but the histo-

rical dress and outward expression of his religion.

Yet he draws too lofty a picture of Zeus, saying;

"Zeus is not always the questionable son of Cronus,

but at times the father of men and of gods is the

Infinite and Eternal Ruler, --the living Providence

of the w'orld—and the lesser Gods are the immortal

administrators of his Divine will."

The best Justification I could find for such

an idealized Zens »’as the passage in nhe Ui^ narrating

the death of Sarpedcn, son of Zeus.® Here Zeus, ruler of

all things, subdues his emotions as father that the laws

of eternal order may be upheld, and though he has the

power to set aside that law, he dares not. Nowhere does

Zeus display such moral grandeur as when, weeping blood,

he sees Patroclus the Greek slay his son.

1. Lang: p. 120

2. Froude: p. 415

3. Iliad ; xvi



It is indeed true that in his deeper ut-

terances Konier gives an advanced moraXity to his gods. On

the whole, his representation is more spiritual in the

Odyssey than the Iliad , ^ for there is less of the passion

of war in the former; yet it is Hector who says,"God’s

will is over all; he makes the strong man to fear, and

gives the victory to the weak, if it shall please him,”

And Zeus is not only omnipotent, he is also a god of raer-

2
cy, the protector of the suppliant and the stranger. He

is the author of righteousness and never of evil, as we

can see in the opening lines of the Qdyss_ey where not the

2
gods but the wickedness of men brings evil on the earth.

And though the gods themselves are not altogether blame-

less, they discountenance adultery among men, for instance

that of Aegistheus and Clytaemnestra It is the gods

who give happiness in married life;^ they are not under-

handed but discountenance the use of poison arrows;® and

7
they love righteousness and compassion.

In references to the Elysian fields, some

writers see a Homeric belief in heaven and paradise.® But

1. Trever: p. 154

2 . Odyssey : vii, 165; ix, 270; xii, 57

3. Ibid: i, 4ff.

4. Ibid: i

5. Ibid: vi, lBO-185

6. Ibid: i, 263

7. Ibid: xiv, 82-84

8. Froude: 416
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not even the most enthusiastic of commentators has dared

in any eulogy of Homeric religion to imply chat the poet's

purpose was uniformly lofty and theological and that Homer

wrote to enforce the serious, ethical side of religion

while laughing away the corrupt mythology with which it

v'as clouded.

It is well for us neither to criticize too

mercilessly, nor to praise too highly the religion of this

heroic age. Perhaps the best critical approach is that

suggested by Andrew Lang;^ a distinction beuween the

mythology of Homer and the religion of Homer. He writes:

"His gods (Homer's) when religiously regarded, _ sanc-

tion all that is best in Achaean morals, and disap-

prove of all that is evil in human conduct as a

general rule. But Homeric mythology is manifestly

another thing: in the stories told of the gods

they practice most of the sins which they punish

in mankind."

Feraember that Homer was no theologue; his

epics are not divine revelations binding on men's be-

liefs,^ But at the same time, he was not preaching ir-
•iusT

religion,^ cannot understand his works until we^un-

derstand that Homer was a poet, an entertainer at royal

courts and banquets; and as such he could not avoid the

1. Lang: pp. 120 ff., footnote p. 122

2. Vlachos: p. 152
Hyde: p. 5

5. Hastings: p. 208
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mythology which was then current. He took the myths as

he found them and treated them decoratively. Even then

he reproduced of the myths ’'only what is worthy of a

pious bard", although it seems that a pious bard was

allowed considerable latitude.^

That the myths did not corrupt morals can

be attributed to the happy faculty of the Greeks to see

things separately,^ Socrates may have seen life steadily

and seen it whole, but the people were not disturbed by

Inconsistency, An example will illustrate, Aristophanes,

in his comedy the Knights vents all his spleen upon the

demagogue Cleon, heaps vituperation upon him, lampoons

him mercilessly. The play was a smash-hit; the people

cheered and cheered it, but when they left the theater

they went straight to the polls and voted for Cleon, As

drama they enjoyed the Kni ghts , but it affected their

politics not one bit.

Thus it is with Homer mythology. As enter-

tainment, the myths are diverting but not even the vulgar

imagined them to be anything but poetical fiction. The

Greeks never thought that their gods were to be held up as

models of virtue; yet apart from these tales there ex-

isted the fear of the gods as higher beings who promoted

3
virtue and punished crime.

1. Menzies; p. 284

2. Perry: mss.

3. Jameson: p. v
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Viewed in this light, the theory that

Homeri^ religion is obscene and immoral becomes untenable.

But the- eame-^riroe his religious beliefs can be more

justly ap, raised that was done by the over-impressed

critics of the second school.

As far as ethics is concerned, Homer’s was

fairly high. Sin is not emphasized, but it is recognized

cogether with its accompanying punishment, for Odysseus

remarks, "God looks upon the children of men and punishes

the wrong-doer." Oaths are held sacred, and Achilles

nhates a lie like the gates of Hades." Courage and honor

are extolled. And yet, on the other hand, his heroes are

often childishly selfish and revengeful.^ They are in-

clined to blame their misdeeds on the gods, saying, "Ate

infuriated me," or "Aphrodite put me into temptation."^

But ethics is not religion. Homer recognizes

something higher than morals in what Melanchthon has cal-

led the poet’s most beautiful line, "All men feel the need

of the gods." The relationship of the Greek to his gods

was intimate, cheerful and joyous. He needed no priests

for he was near the gods, they were his friends.^ But

this friendship had its requirements. Both in the Iliad

and the Odyssey , to live justly is the steady service which

1. Trever: p. 154

2. Lang: p. 122

3. Jameson: pp. i, li
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the gods require.^

Gilbert Murray points out that the clear

perception of the fundamental distinction between the

human and the divine is Homer greatest contribution

to Greek religion.^ His heroes do not become gods, nor

are his kings divine; and his gods, in spite of their

failings, are superhuman, representing lofty ideals and

embodying various moral excellencies.^ As Eumaeus the

swineherd says, "The gods love not violence and wrong;

but the man whose ways are righteous, him they honor."

Homer's religion is indeed lofty, but it

is incomplete. It has been said uhat v/ithout revela-

tion from above, man's gods can reflect nothing higher

than man. In the character of Zeus v.e see clearly the

basic weakness of the whole anthropomorphic system, for

Zeus is, as Gladstone remarks, at once the most divine

and the most human of all the Homeric gods.

In the concept of the supremacy of Zeus there

is a hint of monotheism, but even his supremacy can be

questioned. His plans are often frustrated, he is deceived

by Hera and opposed by the gods at times, And Homer, his

1. Froude: pp. 416-417

2. Murray: pp. 158 ff.

3. Menzies: p. 286

4. Browne: p. 190
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mind unsharpened by knife-edged argument concerning

free-will and predestination, fails to distinguish

clearly between the will of Zeus and the shadowy pow-

er he calls Fate (Moira, or Aisa; sometimes Ate).^ For

Zeus as a distinct personality is sometimes subordinate

to this vague authority which elsewhere is one with him-

self.^
2

Homer’s is an immature concept of divinity.

Zeus is not a "spirit, infinite eternal and unchangeable

in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness

and truth"f he is only the personification of human

nature on a grand scale. He is not infinite, he did not

even create the world, but is a part of it in the same

sense that man Is a part of it.^ The supremacy of 7eus

over his children consists rather in power than in good-

ness;® and this is the greatest indictment against

Homeric religion, that Zeus is powerful, but is not

holy.

-Finis-

1. Hastings: p. 762

2. Froude: p. 415

3. Browne: p. 197

4. Westminster Catechism

5. Jameson: p. i

6. Browne: p. 197
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